DATA PROCESSING AGREEMENT
This data processing agreement (the “DPA”) forms an integral
part of the main agreement(s) (the “Agreement”) for provision
of products and/or services entered into between the customer
or partner (the “Controller”); and Outpost24 AB, reg. no.
556615-2103, with its registered address at Skeppsbrokajen 8,
SE-371 33 Karlskrona, Sweden (the “Processor”), to the extent
such products and/or services comprise Processing of Personal
Data by the Processor on behalf of the Controller.
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Background and definitions

1.1

The EU General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679 (the
“GDPR”) requires a written agreement between a
controller and a processor in order to allow the processing
of Personal Data by the processor on behalf of the
controller. For this reason, the parties have entered into
this DPA as of the effective date of the Agreement.

1.2

2

Data processing

2.1

The Processor agrees to comply with Data Protection Law,
and with any other applicable law to the extent it is not in
conflict with Data Protection Law.

2.2

The Processor shall only Process the Personal Data in
accordance with the instructions stated in this DPA or any
other written instructions provided by the Controller. If EU
3or EU member state law imposes additional processing
requirements, the Processor shall inform the Controller of
such legal requirements before Processing, unless
prohibited by applicable law on important grounds of
public interest.

2.3

If the Processor lacks instructions which the Processor
deems necessary in order to carry out an assignment from
the Controller, or if the Controller’s instructions to the
knowledge of Processor, infringe Data Protection Law or
other applicable law, the Processor shall notify the
Controller without undue delay and await the Controller’s
further instructions.

2.4

The Processor shall enable the Controller to access,
rectify, erase, restrict and transmit the Personal Data
Processed by the Processor. The Processor shall comply
with any instructions in writing from the Controller related
to the above without undue delay and in any event within
fourteen (14) calendar days. If the Controller erases, or
instructs the Processor to erase, any Personal Data held by
the Processor, the Processor shall ensure that the Personal
Data is erased so that it cannot be recreated by any party.

2.5

The Processor shall notify the Controller without undue
delay as to any contacts with a supervisory authority,
concerning or of significance for, the Processing of
Personal Data carried out on behalf of the Controller. The
Processor may not represent the Controller, nor act on the
Controller’s behalf, against any supervisory authority or
other third party.

2.6

The Processor shall assist the Controller in its contacts
with any supervisory authority, including, upon the
Controller’s instruction, by providing any information
requested by the supervisory authority. For the avoidance
of doubt, the Processor may not disclose Personal Data or
any information on the Processing of Personal Data
without explicit instructions from the Controller.

2.7

If a Data Subject requests information from the Processor
concerning the Processing of Personal Data, the Processor
shall forward the request to the Controller and assist the
Controller in responding to such request as obliged by

Definitions
“Personal Data” means any information relating to an
identified or identifiable natural person, including an
identifier such as a name, an identification number,
location data, an online identifier or one or more factors
specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental,
economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person.
“Data Protection Law” means the GDPR and any national
member state or European Union law deriving out of the
GDPR.
“Data Subject” means a natural person who can be
identified, directly or indirectly, by the Personal Data.
“Processing” or ”Process” means any operation or set of
operations which is performed on Personal Data or on sets
of Personal Data, whether or not by automated means,
such as collection, recording, organisation, structuring,
storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation,
use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or
otherwise making available, alignment or combination,
restriction, erasure or destruction.
“Sub-processor” means any third party engaged by the
Processor, or its Sub-processor, to Process Personal Data
on behalf of the Controller besides fully owned
subsidiaries of the Processor.
“SCC (s)” means the standard contractual clauses for the
transfer of Personal Data to processors established in third
countries, set forth in the European Commission Decision
of 5 February 2010, or any such standard contractual
clauses amending or replacing the SCC.
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Data Protection Law. The Processor shall assist the
Controller by appropriate technical and organisational
measures, taking into account the nature of the Processing.
2.8

The Processor shall impose adequate contractual
obligations regarding confidentiality and security upon its
personnel which have been authorised to Process Personal
Data.

2.9

The Processor shall assist the Controller in ensuring
compliance with the Controller’s obligations under Data
Protection Law, e.g. assist with security measures, data
protection impact assessments (including prior
consultation), and in situations involving Personal Data
breach.

adequate documentation verifying fulfilment of its
obligations hereunder. Further, the Controller may
conduct audits to ensure that the Processor is complying
with this DPA and Data Protection Law. The Processor
shall, upon the Controller’s request and without undue
delay, provide necessary assistance and allow inspection
of any relevant documentation for the Processing of
Personal Data for and on behalf of the Controller and, to
the extent such documentation is not deemed sufficient, its
Processing facilities. Each Party shall bear its own costs
related to the audit.
4

Sub-processing

4.1

The Controller hereby gives the Processor a general
consent to engage Sub-processors for Processing of
Personal Data on behalf of the Controller. The Processor
shall inform the Controller before transferring any
Personal Data to a new Sub-processor. Following receipt
of such information the Controller shall notify the
Processor if it objects to the new Sub-processor. If the
Controller does not object to the Sub-processor within
thirty (30) days of receiving the information, the
Controller shall be deemed to have accepted the Subprocessor.

4.2

The Processor shall enter into appropriate written
agreements with all of its Sub-processors on terms
corresponding to this DPA, including without limitation
the Controller’s right to conduct audits at the Subprocessor in accordance with Section 3.3 above. The
Processor shall remain fully liable to the Controller for the
performance or non-performance of the Sub-processor’s
obligations.

4.3

Upon the Controller’s request, the Processor is obliged to
provide information regarding any Sub-processor,
including name, address and the Processing carried out by
the Sub-processor.

5

Transfer of personal data outside of the EEA

5.1

If Processing of Personal Data under this DPA includes the
transfer of Personal Data to a Sub-processor located in a
country outside of the EEA which is not recognized by the
European Commission to have an adequate level of
protection in accordance with Data Protection Law, the
Processor shall be entitled and obligated to enter into a
supplementary agreement with the Sub-processor
containing the SCC, in the name and on behalf of the
Controller, before any Personal Data is transferred to such
Sub-processor. The Processor shall provide the Controller
with a copy of such signed SCC agreement.

5.2

If and to the extent this DPA and the SCC are inconsistent,
the provisions of the SCC shall prevail.

2.10 The Processor shall maintain a record of all Processing
activities carried out on behalf of the Controller. Upon the
Controller’s request, the Processor shall promptly make
the record available to the Controller in a generally
readable electronic format, including as a minimum the
following information:
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

the name and contact details of the Processor, its
authorized representatives, and if applicable, the data
protection officer (as defined in Data Protection Law)
of the Processor;
where applicable, the name and contact details of any
Sub-processor, its authorized representative, and Data
Protection Officer of the Sub-processor;
the actual processing activities carried out by the
Processor and/or Sub-processor on behalf of the
Controller previously described by the Controller;
where applicable, transfers of Personal Data to a third
country including the identification of that third
country and suitable safeguards employed to ensure an
adequate level of protection of the Data Subject; and
a general description of the technical and
organisational measures employed to ensure an
appropriate level of security.

3

Security

3.1

The Processor shall implement appropriate technical and
organisational security measures to protect the Personal
Data in accordance with Data Protection Law. The
Processor shall particularly observe relevant codes of
conduct, industry practice, and guidelines issued or
approved by supervisory authorities.

3.2

The Processor shall notify the Controller, in writing,
without undue delay after the Processor has become aware
of any accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration,
unauthorised disclosure of, or access to, Personal Data
Processed for and on half of the Controller.

3.3

The Processor must be able to verify its compliance with
this DPA and Data Protection Law and shall maintain
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6

Term and termination

6.1

The DPA will enter into force upon the execution of the
Agreement. Upon termination or expiry of the services
relating to the Processing under the Agreement, the
Processor shall submit all Personal Data to the Controller
on a medium as reasonably requested by the Controller.
The Processor shall thereafter, in accordance with the
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provisions on erasure in Section 2.4, ensure that there is no
Personal Data remaining with the Processor or any of its
Sub-processors.
6.2

This DPA is applicable from the date of its execution and
until all Personal Data is erased in accordance with Section
6.1 above.

3

Schedule 1
This Schedule 1 constitutes the instructions regarding
Processing of Personal Data by the Processor on behalf of the
Controller. The instructions may be amended in writing by
Controller from time to time.
1

PURPOSE OF THE PERSONAL DATA
PROCESSING

The Personal Data will be Processed for the following purposes:
•

Emails, usernames, first and last name, phone numbers
and work address will be processed for the purpose of
providing support to users.
Logging for security, including source address of
access, accessed resources and security deviations will
be logged and in parts subject to automatic analysis for
the purpose of protecting confidential information.
Personal data present in applications scanned using the
web application scanner may get processed as part of
ensuring the access control/security for the
information. This data will depend on what data is
present in audited applications. This access is under
the discretion of the controller.

•

•

2

4

•
•
5

6

Employees
Any other individuals such as subcontractors of
consultants of client to whom client grant access to
the outpost24 portal.

CATEGORIES OF PERSONAL DATA

The Personal Data Processed concern the following categories
of Personal Data:
•
•
•

•

Email, first name, last name, cell phone, phone,
address
Access times, access logs of files, addresses,
comments
Support correspondence, financial correspondence,
and correspondence with the managed services
division for the delivery of service, if applicable
subscriptions are entered into.
Any other Personal Data included in the systems
and/or hardware to which the customer at its own
discretion is applying the Products.
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DURATION OF PROCESSING

SUB-PROCESSORS

The Processor is using the following sub-processors:

The Personal Data Processed concern the following categories
of data subjects:

3

Storage and transfer: All data
Analysis for security purposes: Log and access data

The Personal Data will be processed for the duration of the
agreement, or the duration of any subsequent renewals of the
agreement, to which this DPA forms an appendix.

DATA SUBJECTS

•
•

PROCESSING OPERATIONS

7

Name and address

Registration no.

CityNetwork International AB,
Borgmästaregatan 18, 371 34
Karlskrona

556630-7806

Outpost24 UK Ltd, Second floor
(south) 107-109 Great Portland
Street, W1W6 QG London,
United Kingdom

5363691

Outpost 24, Inc., 35 South,
Washington, Suite 308,
Naperville IL 60540FL 33132,
USA

90-0625470

Outpost24 Benelux BV,
Stadhouderskade 14J, 1054 ES
Amsterdam, the Netherlands

34177399

Outpost24 Belgium BVBA,
Ubicenter, Philipssite 5 bus 17,
3001 Leuven, Belgium

670497157

Outpost24 Spain SL, Avda. De
Europa 19, 3A, Parque
Empresarial La Moraleja, 28108
Al-cobendas Madrid, Spain

B 87028643

SECURITY OF THE PROCESSING

The Processor is ISO 27001 certified. For an outline of
Processor’s technical and organizational measures, please refer
to Processor’s Information Security Policy.
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